
Welcome to the virtual space of hosting the sixth edition of the expo 

conference Smart Cities of Romania



We live in a turbulent period with many uncertainties and difficulties in the business area, but we are, in the same time,

witnesses of confirmed or potential changes that are expected to penetrate our lives more abruptly than we imagine. One

way to transform ourselves simultaneously and aligned with change is to be an active participant in this process,

characterized by a high degree of innovation, agility and resilience.

Continuing the tradition started 5 years ago, the Smart Cities of Romania Expoconference will take place again, this year on

October 15, this time virtual event, a change that proves our intention to be innovative and agile in relation to the changes

characteristic of this period. In addition to a adapted and bidding agenda to the period, we are open to provide our partners

the opportunity to present their latest and best performing products and / or projects, to support concepts and approaches

they want to implement for smart cities and communities in Romania and Europe. More information can be found on the

2020 conference web page https://conference2020.scorcluster.ro/. SCoR CLUSTER members will enjoy some facilities in

connection with this event

speakers

visitors

exhibitors

Go virtual! Benefits platform for:



for visitors for exhibitorsfor speakers

video streaming
you can record or live-stream presentations

for all event sessions and show them to your

audience.

live polls
your speakers can interact  with the audience

live, through polls. visitors vote, speakers see 

the results – instantly!

live Q&A

your audience can also ask live questions

to the speakers. they type the questions,

you moderate, speakers answer.

feedback & surveys

at the end of the presentations, you can also

conduct surveys to collect feedback & insights

about your content.



for visitorsfor speakers for exhibitors

stay informed

visitors can view info about presentations, 

speakers, exhibitors, and much more.

you can send them news & updates by 

e-mail, SMS or feed.

1-1 chat for visitors

networking is a big part of events, so any visitor 

can search and filter other visitors in the audience

to get in contact, chat and set meetings.

chat with exhibitors

your visitors can view the expo floor map to 

search for exhibitors and explore their 

products/services. visitors & partners can also 

chat & exchange contacts.

engage with speakers 

visitors can not only see presentations, but

they can also live-vote to speaker polls or 

type their questions directly.



for exhibitorsfor visitorsfor speakers

enlist your product/service

each exhibitor has a profile to showcase 

their products, services & offers. visitors can 

easily explore the conference hall, view profiles 

and get in touch.

get your leads

at the end of the event, your partners can export 

their leads and start selling.

chat with attendees

each exhibitor has a chat to interact with 

event visitors, where they can qualify 

each lead. they can also set meetings & 

exchange contacts.

create your team

your partners can create a team members

to interact with visitors. just like it usually

happens at an event booth, at the venue.



Branding's lobby only for Main Partner



Customize your own 3D stand



Promoting 

Partner by 

uploading 

profile 

information



create break-out rooms for visitors



Speakers -

custom 

profile with 

picture, title 

and short 

bio



The event 

agenda is 

listed on the 

time slots of 

the panels 

and 

presentation 

sessions



stream 

videos &

facilitate

live

interactions



facilitate

networking

for 

participants



chat

for 

partners &

visitors



Thank you!

secretariat@scorcluster.ro
conference2020.scorcluster.ro

http://www.arts.org.ro/
http://www.worldenergy.org/
http://www.itsevents.ro/
mailto:cd@scorcluster.ro
https://conference2020.scorcluster.ro/

